Follicular and Diffuse Sclerosing Variant Papillary Thyroid Carcinomas as Independent Predictive Factors of Loco-Regional Recurrence: A Comparison Study Using Propensity Score Matching.
Only about half of papillary thyroid carcinoma (PTC) cases are classified as conventional PTC (CV-PTC), whereas various histologic variants constitute the remaining cases. Since controversies about the clinical behavior and outcomes of PTC variants continue, the purpose of this study was to compare the outcomes of patients with PTC variants who were treated at a large tertiary referral center in Korea. The medical records for 15,598 CV-PTCs, 435 follicular variants of PTC (FV-PTCs), and 66 diffuse sclerosing variants of PTC (DSV-PTCs) were retrospectively reviewed. Loco-regional recurrences (LRR) among PTC variants were compared using propensity score matching. Analysis I compared CV-PTC with FV-PTC. After rigorous matching, 367 pairs were established. Recurrence-free survival (RFS) rates in CV-PTC were 96.1% at 5 years, 92.2% at 10 years, and 92.2% at 15 years, while those for FV-PTC were 98.8% at 5 years, 98.8% at 10 years, and 98.8% at 15 years (p = 0.026). Analysis II compared CV-PTC with DSV-PTC. Rigorous matching yielded 56 pairs. RFS rates for CV-PTC were 87.4% at 5 years, 87.4% at 10 years, and 87.4% at 15 years, while those for DSV-PTC were 68.9% at 5 years, 57.5% at 10 years, and were not available at 15 years (p = 0.013). Compared with CV-PTC, FV-PTC showed less aggressive behaviors and more favorable outcomes. However, DSV-PTC showed more aggressive behaviors and a less favorable outcome than CV-PTC did. Therefore, the management strategy and follow-up plan for PTC should be differentiated according to the histologic variant.